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 Bitch_Babe Reviews Saturday, May 10, 2016 18+ The cast from Last Exile: Fam, the Silver Wing, also features characters
from Last Exile 2 and Last Exile: Fam the Silver Wing 2, namely Haidi and Nell, from the 1998 Last Exile series, as well as

Maximillion and Alice from the 1999 series. Vieuwmoedig Senpai: The title of the musical and describes how the protagonist of
the show, Shidou, is obliged to help the world of abelass, known as the Sun. But as the Ablassis are born in the sky, the show
contains many lovely sky scenes. The main characters included in the band are Shidou, Nao, Cisno, Yomi, Prince Jupi, and
Kino. The songs and performances of the show were written by Kannako Takahashi and directed by Norihiko Masaoka. It
premiered on September 15, 2015. Vieuwmoedig Senpai received positive reviews from critics, with it scoring an 8.2 on

Douban. Wednesday, May 7, 2016 Dizi-a, an abelass, and his friend, Dizi-dana, are stuck in a big pile of garbage on the side of
a road, and they beg anyone who passes by to rescue them. One day, a woman named Dizi-dana rescues Dizi-a and takes him

with her, and the three of them begin to live together in an old house. However, after living in the old house for a while, the two
abelasses, who are apparently not used to life in a house, have a nightmare one night, and Dizi-a wakes up. He tells Dizi-dana
that he is going back to the place where they were stuck, and the two abelasses go back there. However, Dizi-a goes to an old

warehouse in the middle of the night, and as he opens the door, he sees a ghostly light, and the spirit of a man comes out of the
light and attacks him, and Dizi-a hears voices talking, including the voice of "Seiei". Dizi-a's spirit drags the spirit to another

place, where they meet a man named Seiei, who claims that he wants to thank Dizi-a for saving 520fdb1ae7
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